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City City 8mm Laminate Tile Gothic Slate
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The luxury floor of your dreams is now more attainable than ever before thanks to City 8mm Laminate Tile Gothic Slate. Combining 
the modern opulence of elegant black stone with the functional form and affordability of a laminate floor to create the splendour of 
this stone effect floor that can be slipped into any home.

With a realistic textured surface that gives the impression of stone while still affording significantly more warmth underfoot than 
the genuine article, the effect is further enhanced by each tile’s four bevelled edges – on a fully finished floor, the edge profile of 
these 605mm x 282mm tiles will seamlessly enhance the tiled look you crave. Thanks to easy to install click system technology this is 
a floor DIYers can readily bring into their home themselves.

This floor is built ready for the constant pitter-patter of busy homes thanks to a 20-year warranty and its AC4 Heavy Domestic rating. 
With this level of endurance, it’s the ideal floor to slip into high traffic areas such as kitchens, hallways and even dining rooms.

Product Details

Warranty

Installation
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Code:

Residential:

Floated on underlay:

LAM-TL-8-001

20 years

Yes

N/AWater rating:

Profile: Click System DSSlip resistance:

Construction: Laminate Cf1-s1Fire resistance:

Thickness: 8mm EN 438Resistance to staining:

Brand:

Commercial:

Over underfloor heating:

City

N/A

Yes, Water Systems

32Technical Class:

Edge profile: Bevelled on 4 sides EN 12667Thermal resistance/conductivity:

Length: 605mm EN 424

EN 717-1

Effects of furniture leg:

VOC emissions:

Coverage per pack: 2.047 EN 425

EN 13329

Effects of castor chair:

Thickness swelling:

Surface: Authentic Textured E1Formaldehyde emission:

Width: 282mm EN 13329Wear resistance:

AC rating: AC4 - Heavy Domestic EN 20101-A02

EN 13329

Light fastness:

Tolerance:

Technical


